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Retirement 
Villages Act 1999 

(Qld)
Regulatory 

update



Stage 1

▪ pre-contractual disclosure 

changes

▪ new mandatory content for 

residence contracts

▪ reinstatement and renovation

▪ resale value and valuations

▪ resident access to 

operational documents

Stage 2

▪ restrictions on changes 

to village operations

▪ restrictions on redevelopment 

of villages

▪ new general services charges 

fund and separate MRF

contribution

Stage 3

▪ financial reports 

and budgets

▪ more standardised retirement 

village contracts 

Commenced 

1 February 2019

Commenced 11 November 2019 

REGULATIONS YET TO 

COMMENCE.  ANTICIPATED 1 

JULY 2022

Commenced and in effect

11 November 2019

Stages of implementation
Only lease/licence buy back provisions and enforceable 

behavioural standards commenced on 10 November 2017. 

The other changes are being implemented in stages.



Implementation 

of remaining 

reforms

Consultation Paper – Minimum standards for budgeting and financial 

reporting

■ Proposed new requirements for budgets and financial statements:

– separate line items for key categories of income and expenditure

– must identify expenditure related to the QS report

– must include previous year comparisons for items

– must include opening balance, surplus or deficit for the period and closing balances of each 

fund

– must disclose key information in accounting notes to financial statements (e.g. allocation of 

shared expenses with co-located business or RACF; the value of the village land and capital 

items; the amount of any loan secured by a mortgage, interest or charge over village 

property)

– must include a balance sheet (showing assets and liabilities)

■ Guidance material and pro-forma templates will be published to assist 

implementation – anticipated before regulations commence

Village professionals will be at the forefront of resident queries about the new budgets and 

financial statements.  What learning and development opportunities will operators have in 

place to ensure you can learn about and explain these new requirements?



Implementation 

of remaining 

reforms

Consultation Paper – Standardised residence contracts

■ Additional prescribed content, including to reflect ‘recent’ changes to the RV Act 

■ Required terms e.g. summary of behavioural standards and dispute resolution process

■ Prohibited terms

– ‘will apply to existing and new contracts.  Upon commencement of the regulation, any 

prohibited term in an existing or new contract will no longer have any effect’

– terms that:

> limit residents’ privacy or autonomy over medical matters

> unreasonably extend operator powers to terminate

> unreasonably impose financial obligations on residents

> limit residents’ privacy or autonomy over personal or financial matters

> unreasonably limit operator liability

■ Approved form for residence contracts with uniform structure including subject matter headings, 

tables and required terms – example in Consultation Paper

All residence contracts will require amendment as a consequence of these new regulations.  

Village professionals will be at the forefront of resident queries about the new contracts.  Ensuring 

sufficient time to become familiar with these contracts will be essential!
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Department of Communities, Housing and Digital Economy – Information technology 
initiatives

Retirement Villages Comparison Site

■ Retirement village comparison website 

administered by Department

■ Locality based search function

■ Data based on the last VCD lodged with 

Department

Retirement Villages Operator Portal

■ A secure online portal for operators to submit 

information to the Department, rather than via 

email or post

■ Anticipated that VCDs may be completed and 

submitted on the portal

■ Will assist with Department and operator 

communication (reminders and updates)
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Living with COVID
- ‘A plan for 80% 

and beyond’
What must 

we do and 

what may we 

do?
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Questions?

▪ Can we ask residents their vaccination status?

▪ Can we prevent residents using communal facilities if not 

vaccinated?

▪ Residents have requested that non-vaccinated people are kept out 

of the village.  Can we do that?

▪ Do we need to ask all visitors to the site screening questions, ask to 

see vaccination status etc?

▪ Should we be changing our residence contracts to include COVID

specific clauses?

▪ Do we need to develop new policies to deal with these issues?
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Two considerations for village professionals…

What must we do?

• Public Health Directions

• Retirement Villages Act

• Residence contracts

What may we do?

• Residence contracts

• Village rules

• By-laws
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Proposed new public health direction

■ New public health direction to manage risk of transmission after Queensland’s interstate and international 
borders re-open on 17 December 2021 or when Queensland reaches 80% vaccination (whichever is first)

■ Queensland Government has not yet published the direction, but a summary appears on its web page

■ From the date of the direction:

– ‘fully vaccinated persons’ may access all business and premises normally (subject to temporary restrictions, 
eg face masks); and

– unvaccinated persons may not enter certain premises at all.

■ ‘Unvaccinated’ people will be unable to:

– visit vulnerable settings, including hospitals, residential aged care, disability care accommodation, and prisons 
(with some exceptions for medical treatment, end-of-life visits, childbirth and emergency situations)

– attend hospitality venues such as hotels, pubs, clubs, taverns, bars, restaurants or cafes

– attend indoor entertainment venues such as nightclubs, live music venues, karaoke bars, concerts, theatres or 
cinemas

– attend outdoor entertainment activities such as sporting stadiums, theme parks or tourism experiences like reef 
excursions

– attend festivals – either indoor or outdoor, such as musical festivals, folk festivals or arts festivals

– attend Queensland Government owned galleries, museums or libraries
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Will the public health direction apply to retirement villages?

■ It depends on the wording!

■ The list of restricted facilities for Queensland is short compared to the NSW and VIC lists.  ‘Retirement villages’ are 
not mentioned. 

■ Hospitality venues (restaurants, bars, cafés) and entertainment venues (live music venues, concerts, theatres 
or cinemas) inside villages may be covered, depending on the final wording of the public health direction.

■ Lots of unanswered questions:

– Will facilities inside a retirement village (eg restaurants, cafes, cinemas) be covered if not open to the general 
public?

– Will community centres be captured when used for a regulated purpose (eg for live music or a concert)?

– Will the final form of the direction increase the list of regulated facilities beyond those listed in the summary, 
eg community centres, swimming pools, or real estate inspections?

– Will additional facilities be added later if COVID rates increase?

– Will retirement villages be prescribed as a 'vulnerable setting’ from which unvaccinated persons are restricted?

■ No need to restrict/advertise entry into the village for vaccinated persons only.

■ Open days/inspection of units is not proposed to be restricted unless entering a specified facility (eg a 
restaurant/café)
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What must operators do if the public health direction applies?

■ If the direction applies to a facility, operators must take ‘reasonable steps’ to ensure 
persons who are not ‘fully vaccinated’ do not enter

■ ‘Reasonable steps’ means:

– displaying the vaccination rules

– asking for evidence of vaccination at the time of check-in (medical exemptions will apply)

– asking the person to leave if it is not provided

– calling the police to remove them if they refuse to leave

■ Applies to all entrants - residents, visitors, staff, service providers etc.

■ Vaccination evidence can be provided electronically or on paper

■ Questions to be addressed:

– Will operators only option be to call the police to remove residents?

– Will operators be able to record residents' vaccination evidence on a system so that it 
need only be provided and checked once? 

– Will operators be given the ability to recover the additional enforcement costs through the 
village budgets without  need for resident approval?
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What may we do?

■ Contracts may give operators a right to make rules about access to facilities or for resident wellbeing and for the 
resident to comply with those rules

■ Different contractual rights across villages/tenures make it difficult for operators to make and enforce rules

■ By-laws are also a means of implementing restrictions, but:

– by-laws require resident consent by special resolution

– residents’ contractual rights prevail over by-laws under the RV Act

Both under Public Health Directions or by generally restricting access:

■ Restricting access generally to village facilities may breach:

– residents' contracts with the operator

– the village by-laws made under section 130 of the RV Act

– Part 8 of the RV Act which protects residents' rights to privacy and autonomy

■ Possibility of compensation claims by residents under section 169(c) or general law for loss of use of facilities

■ Ideally … Government would legislate that the public health directions override operator obligations under the  
RV Act, residence contracts and privacy laws so that operators may enforce without fear of resident challenge or 
compensation claims
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Two considerations…

What must we do?

• Public Health Directions

• Retirement Villages Act

• Residence contracts

What may we do?

• Residence contracts

• Village rules

• By-laws

But still a lot of important questions!




